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Start your career  
with a technical apprenticeship.

You are:
 finished with mandatory schooling or are in the final stages,

 want to switch to an apprenticeship while attending high
 school or have already passed your school leaving  
 examination and now want to combine theory and practice?

 interested in innovations and new technologies?
 good at the subjects math and physics?
 proactive, team-minded and have an ability to learn

 quickly?
 interested in completing an apprenticeship at a state

 certified training establishment?
 open to new things with enthusiasm and commitment?

We are:
 known for our ITS and enterprise solutions, which are based 

 on wide-ranging technological expertise and experience  
 and specifically tailored to the relevant customer benefits.

 active internationally and represented on all continents.
 proud of around 6500 employees in our global subsidiaries.
 customer-oriented and offer high-quality customized

 solutions.

Your application.
Upload your complete documents (cover letter detailing your
career aspiration, apprenticeship trade, résumé with photo,
copy of your last certificates) to onestepahead.kapsch.net
Click here on jobs, jobfields, then apprenticeship and finally 
"Apply now" to become an apprentice”. 
 
For further information, visit our career portal 

 onestepahead.kapsch.net

Kapsch is one of the most successful technology companies
in Austria, with global importance in the future markets of  
Intelligent Traffic Systems (ITS) and Information & 
Communication Technology (ICT). Kapsch. challenging limits.

About Kapsch Group.

The following junior positions could be your objective 
after the apprenticeship:

 System engineer
 Technical operations manager
 Front end support agent
 Service delivery manager
 System engineering networks manager
 System engineering security manager
 Service desk agent 
 Shift supervisor for automated (system) assembly lines
 Process engineer
 Prototyping engineer
 Quality technican
 Inspector and repairer

 Application through the onestepahead.kapsch.net
 Selection process: Test and job interview
 Basic training – mechatronics or information technology- 

 system engineering – in the training workshop, practice  
 in the departments

 Further training opportunities during and after your
 apprenticeship

 Social benefits of a modern family company
 Rewards for your excellent performance

We offer you:
 training in multimedia training rooms in Vienna and an

 insight into the technical world of mechatronics and  
 information technology-system engineering.

 practice in numerous departments of Kapsch Group  
 following basic training in Vienna.

 experience of more than 70 years in apprentice training and
 since 1997 also for partner companies.

 advanced training courses during your apprenticeship. You
 can start your school leaving examination alongside your
 work and in parallel with studies and we offer you career
 and development opportunities during your future profession
 at the Kapsch University.

 varied tasks in an international environment.
 an appreciative company culture in a family company,

 where you count as an individual.
 comprehensive social benefits (such as food aid), premiums

 for excellent performance, internships abroad and a
 qualification after 3.5 or 4 years with the final apprenticeship
 examination.
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